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The old view of tenant-right is also unable to explain two important features of Irish tenancy. First, post-Famine Ireland's ejectment rates were very low. Our model explains low ejectment rates as a consequence of a rent-collection system based on tenant-right. Second, some Irish landlords refused to tolerate tenant-right but found their tenants making surreptitious payments just as with landlords who did respect tenant-right. Such landlords worked hard to suppress these under-the-table tenant-right payments. Our model explains why such payments might arise and why landlords would try to suppress them, even though the payments were from one tenant to another and ostensibly cost the landlord nothing.
Our theory belongs to the class of principal-agent problems in which it is optimal for the principal to refrain from attempting to extract all of the surplus from the agent. By doing so the principal makes the relationship more valuable to the agent and may improve the selection of potential agents, the agent's incentives, or both. Models of this sort are now common in economics and economic history. Nineteenth-century Ireland was not the only time and place in which landlords charged rents that were less than Ricardian rents. Landlords have often maintained low rents to keep good tenants. Yet tenant-right differs considerably from many arrangements in which principals act to give the relationship value. Landlords created this goodwill by keeping rents below their Ricardian level, but incoming tenants purchased that goodwill at a price approximating the value of the rent foregone by the landlord. This makes the distributional and moral-hazard implications of tenant-right distinctive.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
For our purposes Irish land law falls into three periods. Before 1870 tenant-right was respected on many Irish estates but lacked any statutory basis. Tenant-right had nearly universal respect in the province of Ulster (thus one of its names, "Ulster Custom") and was widespread elsewhere in Ireland. The Land Acts of 1870 and 1881 changed the fundamentals of landlord-tenant relations in two ways. The 1870 Act confirmed in law the Ulster Custom where it was found to have existed before that year. The 1881 Act established procedures whereby landlords were forced to let land at fair rents. Since fair rents were by definition less than rack-rents (Ricardian rents), rent control guaranteed the value of tenant-right. We focus on the period before 1881, when tenant-right was not guaranteed by statute.9
Prior to the Land Acts some tenants in Ireland had leases, but most were either yearly tenants or tenants-at-will. Although a yearly tenant might hold the same land for decades, the tenancy could be ended upon six months notice by either party.'0 English observers were often dismayed at the prevalence of yearly tenancies in Ireland. Table 1 summarizes the distribution of tenancies of each type for 1870, the first year in which that information is available. In that year, yearly tenancies were the large majority of poor tenants but only a minority of the large farms. Yearly tenancies had become more common after the Famine." Ownership of land in Ireland was enormously concentrated even after the Incumbered Estates Act broke up some large estates that had become insolvent during the Famine of the 1840s. In 1876 78 percent of all land was owned by proprietors with 1,000 acres or more.12 The size of Irish estates led to two management practices harshly criticized by outsiders. During the eighteenth century many estates had been let out in large tracts on long leases to middlemen who re-let the land to farmers large and small.'3 Many Irish landlords delegated control over their estates to land agents whose primary interest was the collection of rent rather than management of the land. In 1847 the Devon Commission found that "nearly all witnesses concur in considering the duties of an agent to be extensive and most important in their nature; but a large majority state that the collection of rent is the chief duty, and many, that it is the only duty generally fulfilled". Historian James S. Donnelly reached a similar conclusion concerning estate agents in County Cork.'4 Ejectment of a tenant for nonpayment of rent, or to effect a "clearance" 
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Guinnane and Miller, of small farms to create a larger farm, was a powerful image in Irish politics. Solow noted the inconsistency of this image and the low ejectment rate in post-Famine statistics. The confusion over evictions may be related to practices intended to collect rent. Some tenants were formally evicted but readmitted to the holding as caretakers. Echoing Solow, William Vaughan found that after the early 1850s, fewer than one thousand families were really evicted in any one year except in crisis years. 15 The 1860s only saw eight thousand evictions and another thousand or so houses leveled in all of Ireland. The great difficulty that landlords experienced in enforcing rental payment is critical in explaining tenant-right. Robert Russell recounts stories of estate agents following tenants to market to obtain the rent directly after sale of livestock. A landlord had no legal recourse until rent had gone into arrears by a year or more, after which he could bring an action for ejectment in the Civil Bills Court. Even when the action was granted the tenant had a period in which he could pay the arrears and redeem his interest.16 Thus serving a "notice to quit" was a threat and did not necessarily reflect a landlord's desire to be rid of the tenant. Of the 9,600 families "evicted" in the 1860s, for example, some 1,600 were readmitted to the holding.'7 A related victim of revisionist thinking is the notion that Irish landholders felt insecure in their holdings. The existence of tenant-right on holdings lacking leases is by itself evidence that Irish tenants understood that any new landlord was likely to respect existing arrangements.18 The Devon Commission asked witnesses whether the form of tenure-lease, yearly tenancy, and so forth-affected the value of tenant-right. The answer was almost always no, even outside of Ulster, and the Commission concluded that tenant-right extended to yearly tenancies. Witnesses before the Bessborough Commission in 1881 showed no enthusiasm for leases. The commission, which was appointed to investigate the workings of the Land Act of 1870 and to consider further changes in Irish land tenure, concluded that "tenancies from year to year existed for generations and descended from father to son. Tenants regarded them almost as a perpetual interest, and on this ground small tenants preferred them to leases."'19 TENANT-RIGHT Some accounts trace tenant-right's origins to the plantation of Ulster. Settlers were promised that the rent would not be raised on any wastelands they reclaimed and that landlords would permit them to sell their holdings to any new tenant.20 Dowling, however, doubts this account, arguing that it was a nineteenth-century invention; he places the origins of tenant-right in Ireland later than the reign of James 1.21 Tenant-right was not restricted to Ulster. For example, it existed on both the Marquis of Downshire's Ulster and non-Ulster estates.22 The Devon Commission suggested that a restricted form of tenant-right was common in southern Ireland. The Commission's non-Ulster informants claimed that payments occurred primarily to tenants who had been ejected for nonpayment of rent and that tenants did not have the right to sell under other circumstances.23 -Donnelly's influential study of County Cork concludes that tenant-right payments were generally lower there than in Ulster but that the practice was widespread and respected by many landlords subject to the type of restrictions discussed below.24 It is interesting to note that holdings in Ulster were on average smaller than in the rest of Ireland. If there were important fixed costs to eviction this would indicate that rent collection and eviction were more problematic in Ulster.
The Devon Commission concluded that tenant-right values bore little or no relation to improvements: "the tenant is able to obtain a high rate of purchase for his good-will where he has effected no improvements, or has even deteriorated his farm."25 Other contemporaries stated more explicitly that tenant-right payments reflected the difference between a rack-rent and the fair rent at which land was actually let. Dowling gives an example drawn from the work of George Joyce, agent for Lord Mountcashel. A tenant had asked Joyce for a rent reduction, and Joyce noted that the farm could already be sold for ?100. Joyce concluded that the tenant was not being charged too much, and might have been intending to sell the farm, wanting the reduced rent to increase the value of his tenant-right.26 Ireland's tenant-right must be distinguished from two other, more easily understood practices. English tenants could also sell the profit-rent when long leases locked in rents lower than current market rates and could demand compensation from an incoming tenant for investments in crop rotations that would bear fruit after the old tenant had left.27 In the Irish 20 Fitzgibbon, Land Difficulty, p. 48; and Montgomery, History, pp. 120-21. An institution such as tenant-right that is both customary and controversial will be especially hard to define to anyone's satisfaction. The account in this section agrees in the main with recent discussions (such as Donnelly, Landlord; and Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland), but we emphasize elements not stressed by others. The point of this section is to describe the primary features of the institution as it relates to our argument-both the features of tenant-right on which we focus and features that would seem at variance with our model-not to provide a complete description. 21 
For example, a landlord whose holdings sold for 6 years purchase was foregoing 15 percent of the Ricardian rent, assuming a discount factor of 3 percent.
TENANT-RIGHT AND ENFORCEMENT
All sources agree on one feature of the sale of tenant-right: its relation to arrears in rent. A new tenant was required to pay any arrears owing from the previous tenant. As Jones explained, "the purchaser paid his money into the landlord's office; the arrears were taken out of it, and the balance handed to the out-going tenant."31 The Devon Commission's informants cited this as one reason the system was favored by some landlords: "in most cases the outstanding arrears of rent due by the vendor are paid by the purchaser of the tenant-right, and by him deducted from The arrears on the holding will simply come out of the tenant-right. In Dowling's view public and enthusiastic approval of tenant-right among landlords or estate agents was "rare and unpopular." But tenantright was seen, however reluctantly, as the best choice among a bad set of alternatives. According to Dowling, "the regulation of tenant right was an unwelcome necessity only because it proved to be a more flexible and adaptable method of management than its alternatives. Let us examine two such alternatives: the distraint of goods and the eviction of tenants. The evidence, as we shall see, is fairly clear: these tools of management were blunt, overly antagonistic, expensive, and ineffective."35 Dowling proceeds to document the drawbacks and costs associated with distraint and ejectment. Estate agents came to a more positive view of tenant-right as part of a process of learning about the problems involved in these alternatives. He concludes that "the impression one receives in reading through the correspondence of Ulster estates is that as agents began to discover the technicalities, difficulties, and inadequacies of distraint and ejectment, they were simultaneously discovering something else: the practice of the custom of tenant right on their estate, while it posed a definite threat to their perceived property rights, held out for them the potential of more effective management."36
The significance of this aspect of tenant-right has received insufficient attention from earlier historians. In return for letting land for less than the Ricardian rent, landlords reduced their problems with tenants who did not pay their rents at all.37 There were two distinct mechanisms at work. landlords could tolerate larger arrears, since they knew that they could recover any arrear up to the value of the tenant-right. Robert M'Crea, a Tyrone farmer, noted in his testimony to the Devon Commission that "defaulting tenants in general being permitted to sell, the arrears are always paid out of the purchase-money; and the tenant-right being sold and likely to sell so high, the tenants have been allowed to run into arrear."38 Because landlords knew they would get the arrears in the end, they were less anxious to evict tenants. And since tenants buying tenantright knew they had nothing to gain by not paying their rent, landlords were less likely to get inept farmers or dishonest persons as tenants. We demonstrate both effects below.
In order for tenant-right to have been a profitable strategy for landlords, eviction must have been quite difficult. Indeed ejectment for nonpayment of rent was much more difficult in Ireland than in England. John Sproule, an apologist for Irish landlords, reported that in 1869 the average rent due when an ejectment decree was presented varied from 2.13 years in Leinster to a high of 2.38 years in Ulster. Jones noted that after waiting a year before beginning an ejectment, landlords could expect the process to take at least six months.39 Few if any tenants could have been ejected when less than 18 months in arrears. Charles Grey, experienced as a land agent in both Ireland and England, noted that ejectment took place much more quickly in England:
When a half-year's rent is due here [England] for 30 days, more or less, as may be mentioned in the lease or yearly agreement, the landlord can re-enter, and if such re-entry is resisted, he can bring an action of ejectment, so that one year's rent is hardly ever lost. In Ireland I hardly ever knew a tenant evicted without the landlord losing two year's rent.40
WHY BONDS? WHY NOT SECURITY DEPOSITS?
The posting of a bond is a potential solution to moral-hazard problems in many economic situations. Yet bond-posting is rare. Why? Moreover, the operation of tenant-right as described here seems to be unique to Ireland in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. What made Ireland's circumstances so special? We identify three features of the Irish situation that are not often present, at least in combination, in principal-agent problems. First, the condition under which the bond is forfeited, nonpayment of rent is relatively easy to observe. By way of contrast, in the efficiency-wage model of Carl Shapiro and Joseph Stiglitz the moral hazard arises because it is difficult to detect whether a worker is performing upon the sum obtained by the outgoing tenant, and the rent reserved, if lower than a competitive rent, yet possessed a greater degree of security." Montgomery, History, p. 121. 38 Devon Commission, Digest, p. 307.
satisfactorily.41 The detection problem helps to make bonds impractical since it is difficult to verify the conditions for seizure of the bond. In the case of tenant-right the problem arises from limited contract enforceability, not imperfect information, so that in the presence of an ineffective legal system tenant-right served as an alternative enforcement mechanism. The operation of tenant-right requires a modern rental system with the legal limitation of the traditional powers of land owners but limited power to enforce rental agreements. Second, tenants cared relatively little about being evicted since they were not worried about their reputation. Many evicted tenants were heading for the United States or Canada, and others had little hope of continuing elsewhere as independent farmers. Thus repeated interactions and the formation of a reputation could not solve the enforcement problem. Third, the peculiar structure of the tenant-right bond also helped make it practical. Because the principal did not hold the bonds as cash, the need for complicated institutional arrangements such as escrow accounts was avoided. But only landlords' willingness to surrender some control over the identity of tenants allowed such an arrangement. Modern employers would be unwilling to let employees sell their jobs to the highest bidder to improve incentives. An Irish tenant farmer was merely expected to pay his rent. He was not one component of a complicated production structure in which it might be possible to create havoc through malice or ineptitude.42 Modern residential tenants give their landlords a security deposit against nonpayment of rent. Why did tenant-right evolve rather than this more direct system? One reason may have been the proprietary instincts of the Irish peasantry, as described by historians, but another key issue is the size of the deposits. Modern rent deposits are generally on the order of two months of rent. A deposit would be similar in size to the value of tenant-right and thus, considering the figures given above, would be greater than three years of rent. This is too large a sum of money to be trusted in the hands of the landlord or agent who might abscond with many tenants' money. Irish landlords had the reputation of being heavily indebted because of excessively high living and conditions imposed by marriage settlements. Earlier historiography might have exaggerated this indebtedness, but even for the group of estates Vaughan studied, annual interest costs as a fraction of rent receipts ranged up to 39 percent. The average for these estates was 17 percent of rent receipts for those estates 41 Shapiro and Stiglitz, "Equilibrium Unemployment." 42 There is one fascinating case in which modern employers let employees sell their jobs to improve incentives. In New York City wholesale food delivery drivers often are not directly employed by the food producers but work quasi-independently. They are paid an efficiency wage for their deliveries and are allowed to buy and sell their delivery routes. Prices for routes are generally in the tens of thousands of dollars and may be higher (New York Times, 19 April 1993). This is a case in which incentives are important and employees work independently. paying any interest.43 For some landlords at least the collective security deposits from entire estates might be a great temptation. The continuance of tenant-right as an institution implies, that landlords who respected it were profiting at least as much as those who were not, so that raising rents and enforcing rent collection would not create more surplus. That is, the landlord could not steal the value of tenant-right because there was nothing for him to steal. Consider an alternative, a hypothetical Security Deposit Bank (SDB) that would create escrow accounts for agricultural security deposits. The SDB could not obviate the oft-cited problem of tenant-right's expense as the security deposits would have to be of similar size. Unlike tenant-right the SDB could fail at any time." Tenants would have to attempt to monitor the condition and practices of an institution that would be complex and located far from home. Most importantly, to function effectively as a holder of escrow accounts the SDB would have to verify the claims of landlords and tenants. Each party has an incentive to lie about the other's actions, and it is unclear why a large institution such as the SDB would have any special ability to determine the truth. Tenant-right differs starkly in this respect. Since the value of tenant-right depends on the landlord's reputation as one who respects the institution, no outgoing tenant has any incentive to make false claims about his landlord's behavior. Tenant-right does not solve the moral-hazard problem for the landlord, of course, but since the landlord's time horizon is longer, his reputation is more important and his incentives to lie are much restricted.
A MODEL OF TENANT-RIGHT
This section sketches a formal version of the argument made earlier. We use the model to show that there was an equilibrium of the kind described, that this equilibrium would make tenant-right worthwhile for landlords, and to discuss some additional implications for the tenancy system. We assume that all land is of identical quality and comes in uniform parcels appropriate in size for one tenant farmer. Potential tenants differ in their farming ability A. This farming ability can be thought of as the ability to generate a surplus on the holding and willingness to surrender part of that surplus to the landlord as rent. Discussions of farming ability and willingness to pay rent permeate virtually all discussions of tenant-right.45
Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland, pp. 130-31. Vaughan emphasizes that differences in bookkeeping practices make cross-estate comparisons hazardous.
" One might think that existing joint-stock banks, of which there were several in Ireland by the 1850s, would be willing to perform such a service. But Irish joint-stock banks were loath to get involved in land transactions of any form. 45 A generates a downward sloping demand curve for land. Although our basic argument does not require the complication of a range of farmer types (different A), the extensions and further implications do. Simplifications such as the uniform quality and size of land parcels are convenient but do not affect our results.
The Ricardian rent on a unit of land will be defined here as the value of output minus the cost of capital and the opportunity cost of the tenant's labor. The opportunity cost of labor, which can be thought of as the wage for an agricultural laborer or the net return to emigration, is taken to be independent of A. One might think that the opportunity cost of labor would be correlated with A. All that is necessary for the following is that it not be perfectly correlated with A. Thus the Ricardian rent, Q(A), on a unit of land is an increasing function of A. The cash rent per period for a unit of land, R, is identical for all tenancies and constant over time. (The landlord cannot price discriminate.) Let B be the market-determined value for tenant-right. Below we described how the market determines B. We assume, for the moment, that if a tenant is ejected for nonpayment he is unable to find another landlord willing to rent to him and so must work for the opportunity cost of labor. All incoming tenants have a working career of length T. Thus we define J/(Aj) to be the present discounted value to potential tenantj, at time zero, of buying a tenancy and paying the rent for it. 46 We assume stationarity so that B does not change over time. If B were not constant then the third term would have to be modified to reflect the expected capital gain or loss from holding the tenancy. We discuss capital gains and losses associated with tenant-right later. 47 It would likely take some time to identify a failing tenant, especially since rent was only paid semi-annually. If this time is taken to be parametric it can be assumed to be part of the a periods to eviction. 48 To our knowledge tenants were not charged a literal interest rate on arrears, but it is fair to say the question has not come up in the historiography. There were costs of not paying rent on time that amounted to an implicit interest rate, however. (In fact if there were no such costs there would be no incentive to pay rent on time, although we know that most tenants did pay rent on time.) The actual the tenant would like to buy a tenancy and pay the rent for it. Thus we examine V -jA, the difference in values of paying and not paying the rent. There are two cases, corresponding to the situation where the tenant can and cannot gain by defaulting (they also correspond to the two possibilities in the max operator in equation 4 In case 1 the maximum arrears that can be accumulated prior to eviction exceeds the value of tenant-right: it may be possible to gain by defaulting. Below, we show that Case 1 will not occur in equilibrium; but it must be considered in order to determine the equilibrium. Now consider case 2, which is illustrated by the following equation and is diagramed in Figure 2 would be impossible, and tenant-right unnecessary. The equilibrium rent would be equal to the Ricardian rent generated by the marginal farmer,; defined as the worst farmer who gains a tenancy. We will label the quality of the marginal farmer A*, with Ricardian rent Q*. Now suppose that enforcement is not quite perfect, but that the custom of tenant-right is not observed, so that case 1 necessarily results, with B equal to zero. Note that for fixed m the limit of VN(Aj) as a goes to zero is -m. As the time to eviction becomes small there is no return to the farmer for the short time he remains on the land, but he still must pay the cost of relocation. This we interpret as the case in which enforcement of rental payment is good enough that tenant-right serves no purpose and rents will be exactly as if enforcement were perfect. The simplest version of the model implies that there are no defaults or evictions in equilibrium. This is true despite the fact that we assume some potential farmers are either incompetent or unwilling to pay rent (they have low As). The result depends in part on land being competitively supplied. As noted above, this implication of the model is important because it explains (observed) low default rates. Below we discuss extensions to the model that do produce equilibrium default. Why are there no defaults in the simple model? (From here, for simplicity, we assume that m is equal to zero for Ireland.) The following argument assumes that the landlord cannot capture the initial payment for tenant-right. If he can then the result follows immediately since tenantright is costless to him. Suppose that a landlord charges rent, R', high enough to reduce tenant-right to a level at which default is optimal for some, but not all, tenants. In equilibrium, all landlords must make the same profit. It would be possible for a landlord with small holdings to increase his profits by charging a rent slightly below R'. By decreasing his rent, this landlord would increase the competitively determined price of tenant-right on his estate. A farmer who would like to default under the R' contract does not care that the rent would be lower under the new contract because he does not intend to pay rent in any case. But with the new contract the value of tenant-right is higher, and he has to post a larger "bond" so that his return to default is necessarily smaller. None of the "bad" farmers would accept the new contract. From the point of view of "good" tenants the new contract is no different from the old one since the cost of tenant-right would rise to make them indifferent between the two. Any landlord who slightly undercuts the going rental will have a zero default rate. Landlord profits will rise: the loss of profits from reducing the rent marginally is first order, and the gain from having no bad tenants is a discontinuous jump. Therefore no equilibrium can exist in which some landlords have both paying and nonpaying tenants. Unsurprisingly, it is easy to show that the profits of a landlord with rents so high that everyone defaults must be lower than those of a landlord with high-value tenantright and no default. The proof is left to the appendix.
With this equilibrium, the distribution of resources is identical to that with perfect enforcement: all farmers with A greater than or equal to A* will get tenancies. Tenants gain nothing from the institution of tenant-right because they pay exactly as much in rent plus capital costs as they would have in simple rent with perfect enforcement.49 The above discussion shows that if it is difficult to evict quickly tenants who do not pay rent then even if landlords are not able to sell tenant-right to the first tenant (which would, in this static environment, make tenant-right equivalent to a security deposit from the point of view of the landlord) tenant-right will arise endogenously. Similarly, once the institution exists it is not in any single landlord's interest to eliminate it though it is possible that all landlords might be better off if the practice could be banned entirely.
THE MODEL AND THE HISTORICAL DEBATE
This simple model explains why a landlord could find it in his interest to tolerate tenant-right. Now we will use the insights generated by the model to demonstrate that previous explanations of the operation of tenant-right are inconsistent with simple logic and then go on to show how the bond view of tenant-right explains further features of Irish land tenure. Later we consider two simple extensions to the basic model that relax strong assumptions in the original exposition and generate predictions more consistent with the historical evidence.
Distributional Implications of Tenant-Right
The view that tenant-right was a bribe to avoid tenant violence rests on a misunderstanding of the institution's distributional implications. Con- This view has more recent echoes in the historiography. For example, John Huttmann's assertion that the 1881 Land Act reduced the cost of land inputs for farmers amounts to saying that tenant-right had strong, profarmer distributional effects.5' Huttman's view, like Lewis's statement, implies that tenant-right reduced tenants' cost of occupying land, just as a union raises workers' wages. This was not in general the case. The distributional consequences of tenant-right depended on the treatment of the initial payment for tenant-right. If the first tenant did not have to pay then he gained the total value of the rent reduction. Tenant-right had no effect whatsoever on the welfare of a new tenant, since the reduction in rent was completely offset by the payment for tenant-right. The only tenants who would have gained were those for whom tenant-right was newly introduced and who were not required to pay the purchase money directly to the landlord. For landlords the distributional implications were analogous. The original landlord lost the value of tenant-right if he could not charge the tenant for it. But any landlord who bought an estate that already had tenant-right paid a price for the estate that reflected the lower but more certain revenue associated with charging less than the full Ricardian rent. Tenant-right had distributional implications only if agricultural prices changed and rents did not change commensurately, an issue we consider later, or if landlords and tenants could not borrow at the same interest rate. Numerous observers commented that the purchase of tenant-right made extreme demands on a very rudimentary capital market. Dowling details the complicated ways in which tenant-right was both collateral and demand for loans.52 Often the large payments for tenantright resulted in tenants so indebted to family, village usurers, or other farmers that they lacked the means to stock and run the farm. But the borrowing-costs problem implies that tenant-right was bad for tenants, contrary to assertions in the historical literature. If tenants organized to extort tenant-right from landlords then they were fighting for the right to pay high interest rates to usurers in exchange for some rent reduction.53 50 Our model helps to explain some features of tenant-right as it existed outside of Ulster. Landlords who did not recognize tenant-right often discouraged any payments to the outgoing tenant.57 Their concern over secret payments seems puzzling but is easy to understand in light of the model above. The willingness of incoming tenants to pay tenant-right to outgoing tenants suggests that these landlords were not charging full Ricardian rents. By failing to honor the entire tenant-right mechanism, 5 Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland, pp. 77-79. In some cases landlords might have refused to sanction the practice but had estate agents who tolerated tenant-right anyway. This appears to have been the case with Lord Portarlington, a substantial proprietor who claimed in the 1860s that there was no tenant-right on his property. His agent is alleged to have replied: "There is whether you have heard of it or not. Undoubtedly it has been going on, and it is very greatly for your advantage." United Kingdom, "Report," Q. 3796. 56 Maguire, Downshire Estates, pp. 66-67, claims that commissions of 5 percent were the most common arrangement between a landlord and land agent before the Famine. Donnelly, Land, pp. 184-85, discusses land agents who charged only 2.5 percent commission in the 1860s, a rate so low that these agents could have been nothing more than rent-collectors and presumably quite sympathetic to the incentive effects of tenant-right.
The interaction between a tenant-right contract and a competing contract in which rent collection is enforced is somewhat complicated, and theory does not produce strong conclusions. One can show that there may be equilibria with all landlords recognizing tenant-right, no landlords recognizing tenant-right, or either stable or unstable mixed equilibria (some landlords with tenant-right, others without) depending on the details of the enforcement technology. These results are for identical landlords with the equilibrium condition that profits be equal across contracts for any equilibrium in which both contracts are offered. Differences in enforcement costs across landlords would naturally generate the mixed equilibrium. In the absence of strong prior evidence on the nature of the enforcement technology no concrete predictions can be made. 57 Several informants from areas where tenant-right was not respected complained that incoming tenants made clandestine payments to the outgoing tenant (for example, R. F. Saunders of County Wicklow (Devon Commission, Digest, p. 315). The Devon Commission concluded that many landlords attempted to restrict the practice, but that "such restrictions are frequently evaded" (Ibid., p. 290).
Tenant-Right in Nineteenth-Century
Ireland 133 these landlords did not enjoy the incentive and selection benefits of tenant-right. Landlord opposition to surreptitious payments can be understood by considering the interaction with a competing tenant-right contract. Since default could not have benefited a tenant with tenant-right, only the better tenants would have accepted such a contract. If these "4good" tenants were indifferent between the tenant-right contract and a contract for which rent collection was enforced, then the distribution of tenants facing the enforcing landlord would have been worse than the population distribution since some of the better types were being skimmed off the top. However, if a landlord charged a slightly lower rent while enforcing rent collection and did not allow outgoing tenants to receive payments then all tenants would have preferred this contract, and a smaller proportion of tenants would have tried to default, increasing the profits of this landlord. Landlords who wanted to enforce rent collection would have wanted their contract to be strictly preferred by all tenants; that is, they had to forbid surreptitious tenant-right payments so that the value of the rent discount was passed on to new tenants.58 Thus the enforcing landlord had a strong interest in preventing any such payments from being made. Surreptitious payments reflect rent he gave up but prevented him from getting any advantage in return.
Tenant-Right and Ejectment
Our simple model implies that in equilibrium there are no evictions if land is competitively supplied. Ejectment in Ireland was very rare in the period from 1849 to 1869, as we have seen. The low rate of ejectment in post-Famine Ireland has suggested to some Irish historians that ejectment was too rare. For example, in discussing the proposed 1870 Land Act, Donnelly asserts that "the rate of ejection was already low (too low for reasonable agricultural efficiency)."5 Our model implies something quite different. If some potential tenants do not know how good farmers they will make and are over-optimistic as to the returns to their farming, they might accept tenancies that are unprofitable. In the absence of tenant-right such tenants would have to be evicted in the interests of efficiency. But with tenant-right, poor tenants have nothing to gain from failing to pay the rent and have no profit in continuing to farm. Even bad farmers would leave peaceably. Thus with tenant-right a very low eviction rate may well be compatible with efficient distribution of resources.
The ejectment rate in Ireland was low, but ejectment was not nonexistent as implied by the basic model. We extend the basic model to consider two further important features of Irish tenancy. Both extensions produce equilibrium default: monopoly power on the part of landowners and uncertainty in agricultural production.
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MONOPOLY POWER
A good deal of the agricultural land in Ireland was held in the form of very large estates. If landlords had imperfect knowledge of the histories of potential tenants from outside the area so that reputations had only local value, then large landlords had some local monopoly power. With tenantright, a landlord with monopoly power would have wanted to raise rents and tolerate some positive eviction rate. (This argument assumes that tenant-right already existed so that the landlord could not have sold to the first tenant. If he could have sold tenant-right to the first tenants, he would have wanted to guarantee no default since he lost nothing from tenantright.) Starting from the no-default level of tenant-right, a small increase in the rent caused a small range of tenants to default, but the loss to the landlord from each of these tenants was marginal because tenant-right covered almost, but not quite, the maximum value of arrears. The total loss from these tenants was second order while the gain from the increase in rent payments by the "good" tenants was first order. Any element of monopoly power on landlord's part, that is, produced some defaults even with tenant-right.60 UNCERTAINTY Eviction, as we saw, was very uncommon relative to the amount of trouble it caused in the popular imagination. Our model suggests an explanation of this finding that couples uncertainty in agricultural output with the operation of tenant-right. If farmer-specific productivity shocks were not perfectly observable then the landlord (or his agent) could not have easily distinguished between those tenants who did not pay rent because they had a bad year and could not get a loan to cover it and those tenants who did not pay rent because they never had any intention of paying it. But in a competitive market there would still be no tenants who intend to default. (As in the certainty case, it is always possible for some landlord to reduce his rent slightly and make his contract unattractive to tenants who would default under the old contract.) This analysis implies that many tenants who were ejected did not default intentionally: they simply received a series of bad weather shocks or had other problems beyond their control. With tenant-right, no sequence of shocks would have affected the decision of a "good" tenant to pay the rent. But provided that the unobservable variance in production is sufficiently large, there is some probability of tenants being in arrears for a periodsand so being ejected. Tenants who had unverifiable streaks of bad luck would have been evicted but no one else. No one who was evicted "deserved" to be. The landlord would have been better off retaining such a tenant if there were any costs to eviction, but if an individual landlord adopted a policy of forgiveness knowing that the defaults were not the tenants' responsibility, then all of the current tenants who were not good enough to generate much surplus from farming would have found it to their advantage not to pay their rent, knowing that there was some chance the landlord would forgive arrears. Moreover, such a landlord would have found that all of his new tenants were not interested in paying the rent since this contract would have been the only one that would have yielded positive surplus to some range of tenants who could not generate surplus while paying rent. The landlord had no choice but to evict some tenants who were known to be innocent.61
STICKY RENTS, PRICE CHANGES, AND THE DEMISE OF TENANT-RIGHT
The model implies that tenant-right, quoted in years purchase, should approximately equal the number of years necessary to eject a bad tenant. Prices quoted for tenant-right before the Famine varied widely, but the three to four years purchase cited by many informants would square well with the two-and-a-half years to eviction cited earlier.62 Thus our securitydeposit model provides a good explanation for the size of tenant-right values at the time of the Devon Commission. By the late 1860s and early 1870s, however, sober observers were claiming that tenant-right had reached ten and even fifteen years purchase. At these values, landlords were forgoing much more of the Ricardian rent than was necessary for the incentive and selection effects of our model. What happened?
The proximate cause of the run-up in tenant-right prices is simple: the period from the mid-1850s to the late 1870s saw strongly rising agricultural prices, and Irish landlords did not increase rents enough to keep tenantright at a constant value. The Bessborough Commission noted in the 1880s that much land had not seen rent increases since the 1850s. The lack of rent increases forms a cornerstone of the new thinking on Irish landlords. Vaughan estimates that the value of agricultural output in Ireland increased by about two-thirds from 1850 to the mid-1870s. Over the same period he estimates that rent increased by only about 20 percent. These estimates imply that tenant incomes, or the value of output minus the opportunity cost of labor, rent, and some smaller costs, trebled by the mid 61 Formally, this result requires that prospective tenants believe that the landlord's actions this period will be the same as his actions next period. The resulting equilibrium rent will be lower than the rent, Rc, that is charged under certainty. Because some high quality tenants are evicted every year, the average length of land tenure is decreased. This increases the annual supply of tenancies and reduces the equilibrium rent as the marginal farmer will have a quality less than A*. 62 The average time to eviction is less important than a figure nearer the maximum time to eviction. Landlords want tenant-right to be valuable enough to deter even the most stubborn potential tenants. The argument for this is the same as the argument that there is no eviction in the basic model despite a variety of types of farmers. The previously cited figures on time to eviction, from Sproule, Facts, refer to a later period-1870. We have not been able to locate comparable information for the earlier period.
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Profit 18705.63 As a student of the political struggles over land in the 1870s and 1880s concludes,
The truly outstanding feature of Irish rents was that landlords did not routinely increase them in response to increases in the value of land or agricultural prices. Instead they preferred, if the holding were occupied by a "good" tenant, to leave the rent unchanged over a long period of time. It is possible to find numerous examples of estates where rents were not raised significantly for ten, twenty, or even thirty years at a stretch.64
We can better appreciate the stability of Irish rents by comparing their ac-tual levels to some rents computed under hypothetical alternative schemes. In practice tenant-right had the effect of placing much of the risk of variation in prices or soil productivity on the shoulders of the tenant, the party who was poorer and thus less able to bear risk.67 One feature of this peculiar risk-shifting accounts for much contemporary discussion of the custom and tenant-right's ultimate demise: tenants faced substantial capital losses. Figure 3 shows that agricultural prices collapsed in the late 1870s and 1880s while rents declined only slightly. Farmers who had purchased tenant-right when prices were low simply lost their unrealized capital gains. Tenants who had borrowed to pay the high tenant-right prices of the 1860s and 1870s, however, were forced into poverty by the very institution that had been held to protect the farmer, as was sardonically pointed out by a tenant-right critic:
It will be seen then that Tenant-right is no security even against starvation. Tenant-right is as strong in Donegal as in any other part of Ulster; yet, as Mr. Tuke tells us, whole parishes were starving last winter, though every man had this valuable Tenant-right, as it is supposed to be, which he could have sold not long before for ten to twenty years' purchase.68
Regulation of rent under the 1881 Act marked the demise of tenant-right as we have modeled it here.69 The political agitation for the regulation of rents that culminated in the Land Act of 1881 was complicated and concerned several issues besides land. But at the heart of its land-based component lay a simple problem: tenants owning tenant-right had not objected to price increases unmatched by rent increases in the 1850s, 1860s, and 1870s but called on Parliament to act when the tables were turned. As Solow so aptly noted, "the Land Act of 1881 was really less a considered policy than a wholesale income-maintenance program, a relief program, at the expense not of the government but of the landlords."70
The pattern of a huge and long-lasting increase in agricultural prices followed by their collapse was different from earlier patterns of price fluctuations and led to the demise of tenant-right. Contrasting the period of the Napoleonic Wars to the period from 1850 to 1873 underscores the contrast between temporary and permanent price changes. Irish agricultural prices increased greatly during the Napoleonic Wars, but these prices were highly volatile, changing as wartime conditions changed. The postFamine price increases, on the other hand, had their ups and downs, but with the exception of the early 1860s the trend was strongly increasing. The former episode was much less likely to be interpreted as permanent price change than the latter.71 Without experience in dealing with fluctuations of this magnitude the basic inflexibility of the system led landlords and tenants to a difficult impasse in the 1870s. Had such fluctuations been a 68 Jones Life's Work, p. 174. 69 Under the 1881 Act special courts had the power to set rents for judicial terms of 15 years. Hooker, Readjustments, notes that the rent decreases pushed through were substantial, but we do not know of any source that compares these rental reductions to the price-driven rent declines that would have occurred in an unregulated market. See Guinnane and Miller, "Limits," for further description of land legislation and its effects. 70 Solow, Land, p. 198. 71 Solar, "Growth," appendix tables 2.1 through 2.17, presents agricultural price indices for Ireland from the late eighteenth century through the early post-Famine period. Turner, "Towards an Agricultural Prices Index," appendix 2, presents similar information for the post-Famine decades. regular phenomenon perhaps the runup and subsequent collapse of tenant-right prices might not have occurred.
IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This article proposes a new explanation for perhaps the most puzzling aspect of the long debate over land tenure in nineteenth-century Ireland: the fact that many landlords tolerated an institution that historians and many contemporaries alike insisted was a violation of landlords' property rights. Our explanation suggests that tenant-right could be part of a rational strategy of estate management. Tenant-right, we have shown, mad,e it easier for Irish landlords to collect their rents. The mechanism worked in two related ways. A sitting tenant knew he had nothing to gain by not paying his rent, and a potential incoming tenant would not pay for tenant-right if he did not intend to pay rent. By keeping their rents below competitive levels, landlords respecting tenant-right traded potential rental income for the greater ease and certainty of receiving that income. Implications of our model cast new light on two features of Irish land tenure in addition to the tolerance of tenant-right. First, ejectment was much rarer than one would think, given its prominent role in political agitation and literary accounts. Our model suggests a reason for this: few people were ejected, but those who were ejected were unlikely to be at fault. Second, landlords who did not respect tenant-right on their own estates had good reason to object to the often-noted surreptitious payments to outgoing tenants.
Scholars have long noted that tenant-right was widespread. Some have argued that tenant-right worked off fears of agrarian violence, but this view, as we have noted, presupposes that tenant-right shifted wealth from landlords to tenants, which is not true. Others have argued that tenantright reflects Irish peasants' and farmers' notions of property rights, a refusal to regard Ricardian rents as fair or just. The second view may accurately characterize tenant feeling, but cannot explain why landlords deferred to such feelings. Our explanation squares better with the fact that many of the best landlords in Ireland respected the system with few apparent reservations. The system of tenant-right broke down when large price changes first ran up its value and then ruined those who had invested in tenant-right. But in the absence of such changes, it had made the rent easier to collect.
Appendix: Proof That No Default is the Unique Equilibnum
In equilibrium, on any particular farm either all of the tenants default or all of them pay the rent. If some landlords are charging rents so high that everyone defaults then they may be charging different rents but this does not matter since no one pays the rent. There must exist some level of Ricardian rent, Q', such that all of the potential tenants who choose the low rent contract have Q : Q' while all of the potential tenants with Q in the range [QQ'], for some Q, will prefer the high rent contract. This can be seen by noting that the derivative of V'Z with respect to Q is greater than that of Vv and that these derivatives are independent of the rent and the value of tenant-right. The price of tenant-right for the contract with default will be set by supply and demand: the marginal farmer, with Q, will gain zero surplus. If BN is the price of tenant-right for this contract then BN = Qf e-itdt
The landlord receives all of the value of tenant-right with a delay of a periods, so that the landlord's per period, per-tenant return is simply Qeia. For a landlord offering the contract on which there is no default we must determine the rent being charged, RN. Since the rent must be high enough to deter default by the worst of the tenants we know that:
BNR= f Ne(c-)dt (6) and since the marginal farmer receives no surplus (once again, supply equals demand) BN = (Q' -RN) / I. Combining this expression with equation 6 yields RN = QPe-i. Since Q < Q' the return to the landlords with no default is higher and thus this cannot be an equilibrium. Exactly the same logic shows that there is an equilibrium when all landlords charge rent low enough to deter all default. Starting from a situation in which all landlords charge the same rent and no one defaults, if a landlord raises his rent then everyone who accepts his contract will want to default: "good" tenants from the standard contract would only be willing to pay enough for tenant-right to make them neutral between the two contracts. But at this price we know that some "bad" tenants would gain positive surplus by defaulting. They would be willing to outbid the "good" tenants and so would guarantee that everyone taking the contract would default. The proof above now tells us that the profits of the deviating landlord are less than they would have been under the standard contract. Thus in equilibrium there is no default.72 72 Technically this proof would allow some landlords to charge higher rents and have only defaulting tenants if it is assumed that there is a continuum of infinitesimal landlords. But in this case the landlords charging higher rents could only have land with measure zero. If there were any cost at all of evicting tenants then all landlords would charge the same rent and there would be no default.
